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The quantum null energy condition (QNEC) is a quantum generalization of the null energy con-
dition which gives a lower bound on the null energy in terms of the second derivative of the von
Neumann entropy or entanglement entropy of some region with respect to a null direction. The
QNEC states that 〈Tkk〉p ≥ limA→0
( ~
2piA
S′′out
)
where Sout is the entanglement entropy restricted
to one side of a codimension-2 surface Σ which is deformed in the null direction about a neigh-
borhood of point p with area A. A proof of QNEC has been given which applies to free and
super-renormalizable bosonic field theories, and to any points that lie on a stationary null surface.
Using similar assumptions and method, we prove the QNEC for fermionic field theories.
I. INTRODUCTION
In general relativity, energy conditions are restrictions
imposed on the energy-momentum tensor of matter and
(non-gravitational) fields to prevent unphysical solutions
of Einstein’s field equations. There are several energy
conditions, of which the Null Energy Condition (NEC) is
one of the weakest. It states that
Tkk = Tabk
akb ≥ 0. (1)
where Tab is the energy-momentum tensor and ka is an
arbitrary null vector. In spite of being weaker than other
energy conditions, the NEC is sufficient to prove many
important results, such as the Penrose singularity theo-
rem [1], the second law of black hole thermodynamics [2]
and other area laws [3] etc.
It is well known, on the other hand, that the NEC
and all other energy conditions are violated by quantum
field theories, even free ones. So finding generalizations
of these conditions when quantum fields are included is
an important issue which could help generalize other re-
sults in general relativity that depend on classical energy
conditions, provide insights into the nature of quantum
gravity and further highlight the connection between en-
ergy and information. For example the vacuum modular
Hamiltonian of a Rindler wedge is given by the boost gen-
erator for any quantum field theory [4]. The QNEC has
been used to investigate modular Hamiltonian for more
general half spaces [5].
The QNEC was conjectured by considering the covari-
ant entropy bound [6–8], an entropy bound which at-
tempts to reformulate and generalize the Bekenstein en-
tropy bound [9, 10] in a covariant way, and the related
quantum focusing conjecture [11], a generalization of the
focusing theorem for null geodesics. The QNEC states
that
〈Tkk〉p ≥ limA→0
[
~
2piA
S′′out(Σ)
]
, (2)
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where Sout is the von Neumann entropy or entanglement
entropy restricted to one side of a codimension-2 surface
Σ with the derivatives taken with respect to deformations
in the null direction about a neighborhood of point p with
infinitesimal transverse area A. More details are provided
in Sec. II.
In this paper we prove the QNEC for free and super-
renormalizable fermonic field theories using a similar
method for the proof with bosonic field theories [12].
A. Overview
The QNEC has been proved for free and super-
renormalizable bosonic field theories at any point that
lies on a stationary null surface N , with Σ being an
arbitrary cut and deformed along N [12] (See Fig. 1).
The restriction to such points was necessary as the proof
relied on quantization on a null surface (null quantiza-
tion) which can only be applied to stationary null sur-
faces. Such null surfaces include the Rindler horizon in
Minkowski space and the horizon of eternal Schwarzchild
and Kerr black holes.
Null quantization allows the proof to reduce to just
working with decoupled free left-moving chiral fermionic
1+1 CFTs and an auxiliary system whose exact details
are not needed. The state of the system was constructed
via a path integral and various traces evaluated on repli-
cated manifolds to calculate the Renyi entropies. The
replica trick was used to calculate the von Neumann
entropy via analytically continuing the Renyi entropies
which allowed the explicit evaluation of ~2piAS
′′
out − 〈Tkk〉
to zeroth order in A. To prove the QNEC, it is suffi-
cient to prove that the expression above is less than or
equal to zero for small A. This will also be our strategy
for proving the QNEC for free and super-renormalizable
fermonic field theories.
II. THE QUANTUM NULL ENERGY
CONDITION
If we choose a point p in a globally hyperbolic space-
time, a null vector ka and any smooth codimension-2
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2surface Σ1 that:
• Σ partitions a Cauchy surface into two,
• Its boundary ∂Σ contains the point p and
• Σ is normal to ka with vanishing expansion at p,
then we can consider deforming the surface Σ about a
neighborhood of p, with small area A along the null
geodesics generated by ka. By choosing an affine param-
eter λ for the null generators, we can label the deformed
surfaces as Σ(λ) with Σ(0) = Σ. Then the QNEC states
that
〈Tkk〉p ≥ limA→0
{
~
2piA
S′′out[Σ(λ)]|λ=0
}
, (3)
where Sout is the entanglement entropy on one side of
Σ(λ) and the derivative is taken with respect to λ. The
choice of side can be done arbitrarily.
To be more explicit, we can set up a transverse coor-
dinate system (y coordinate) for ∂Σ in a neighborhood
of p and define null vectors ka(y) normal to ∂Σ with
ka(p) = ka. The vanishing expansion condition is with
respect to this family of null vectors.
With our choice of affine parameter, we now have a
coordinate system (λ, y) with the location of ∂Σ at (0, y).
Deformations of Σ now correspond to its boundary ∂Σ
shifting along the λ coordinate about p. Σ(λ) is located
at (V (y, λ), y) where V (y, λ) = 0 everywhere except in
a neighborhood of p with transverse area A for which
V (y, λ) = λ.
FIG. 1. The codimension-2 surface Σ splits some Cauchy
surface into two disjoint regions. One side (yellow surface)
is unitarily equivalent to the stationary null surface N (green
surface) to the future of Σ with part of the future null infinity.
Hence Sout on both these surfaces are equal. Deformations of
Σ are equivalent to deformations on the distinguished pencil.
[Reprinted figure with permission from R. Bousso, Z. Fisher, J. Ko eller, S. Le-
ichenauer, and A. C. Wall, Phys. Rev. D 93, 024017 (2016). Copyright 2016 by
the American Physical Society.]
Our proof of the QNEC applies to free and super-
renormalizable fermionic field theories for which p lies on
1There are an infinite number of choices for Σ
a stationary null surface (vanishing null expansion every-
where) with normal vector ka and Σ a section of this null
surface, as in the bosonic case [12]. Without loss of gen-
erality, we choose ka to be future directed and choose the
side of Σ towards which ka points. Initially, we work in
dimension D > 2 to ensure we have a transverse direction
to deform Σ on.
III. NULL DISCRETIZATION AND
QUANTIZATION
A stationary null surface N can be obtained as a limit
of Cauchy surfaces and by unitary invariance, Sout on the
Cauchy surfaces and the null surface N with part of the
future null infinity are equal. Hence by using the null
surface as an initial surface and quantizing on N (null
quantization), we can calculate Sout by restricting the
state to the future of Σ. Null quantization requires N to
be a stationary null surface [13, 14].
We first discretize N along the transverse direction (y
direction) into regions of small transverse area A called
pencils. We take this transverse area to be the same as
the area in Eq. (3) (i.e. the size of the neighborhood of
p about which Σ is deformed) as we take the limit when
A→ 0. In this way, deformations of Σ are equivalent to
deformations along the distinguished pencil (the pencil
which contains p).
With this setup, it has been shown [12, 13] that re-
stricted to N , the theory decomposes into a product of
1+1 dimensional free left-moving chiral CFT, with K2
CFTs associated to each pencil of N , where K is the
number of components of the spinor field and thus the
vacuum state factorizes with respect to this pencil de-
composition of N . For small A, the state of the system
can be written as [12]
ρ(λ) = ρ(0)pen(λ)⊗ ρ(0)aux + σ(λ), (4)
where ρ
(0)
pen(λ) is the vacuum state on the distinguished
pencil restricted to the future of Σ(λ), ρ
(0)
aux is some state
on all the other pencils on N and part of future null
infinity (auxiliary system) and σ(λ) is a small perturba-
tion. For the proof of the QNEC, we only need to con-
sider terms in σ(λ) up to order A
1
2 . Such terms are con-
structed by taking the partial trace of terms of the form
|0〉 〈1| and |1〉 〈0| in the distinguished pencil Fock basis
because they scale like A
1
2 . In general, |n〉 〈m| scales like
A
n+m
2 [12]. This will be partially reviewed in section IV.
From now on we call the distinguished pencil and pencil
and everything else the auxiliary system.
When “restricted” to the full pencil, the state is near
the vacuum state ρ
(0)
pen for small A. Up to order A
1
2 , the
3state on N must be of the following form:2
ρ = |0〉 〈0| ⊗ ρ(0)aux
+A
1
2
∑
ij
(|0〉 〈ψ1ij |+ |ψ2ij〉 〈0|)⊗ |i〉 〈j|
+A
1
2
∑
ij
(|0〉 〈ψ2ij |+ |ψ1ij〉 〈0|)⊗ |j〉 〈i|
+ . . . , (5)
where3 |i〉 and |j〉 together form an orthonormal basis for
the auxiliary system such that |i〉 〈j| and |j〉 〈i| together
forms a Grassmann-odd basis of operators. For example,
|i〉 could label states obtained by applying even creation
operators to the vacuum state (a†1a
†
2 |0〉) and |j〉 labels
states obtained by applying odd creation operators to the
vacuum state (a†1a
†
2a
†
3 |0〉). Without loss of generality, we
pick |i〉 and |j〉 that diagonalizes ρ(0)aux.
|ψij〉 are single particles states in the CFT so that
|ψij〉 〈0| and |0〉 〈ψij | takes the schematic form |0〉 〈1| and
|1〉 〈0|, and represents the perturbation σ of the state on
N at order A
1
2 (see section III). Higher order terms in A
represented in “. . . ” can be ignored.
The single particle states |ψij〉 can be constructed ap-
plying the single-field operator on the vacuum state. In
the Euclidean path integral picture, the most general sin-
gle particle states can be constructed by insertions of the
single-field in the Euclidean plane, as shown in Fig. 2.
Since chiral fermionic fields only depend on the coordi-
nate z = x + t = x − iτ , translations along the Rindler
horizon (null surface) are equivalent to translations along
the spatial x direction [12].
2For simplicity, we have assumed that we have one chiral CFT
on the pencil. To include more CFTs, one can add the correspond-
ing terms to Eq. (5). However, since we only need to consider the
second order term of the entropy (see section IV) we can consider
the extra terms separately and simply sum over them to obtain
S(2).
3 We have ensured that the state ρ is a physical state in the
sense that the state is Hermitian and invariant under a 2pi rotation.
For example, if we consider the vacuum state |0〉 and the single
particle state |1〉 for some fermionic quantum system, then ρ¯1 =
|0〉 〈0| + |1〉 〈1| is a physical state but ρ¯2 = |0〉 〈1| + |0〉 〈1| is an
unphysical state since after a rotation by 2pi, ρ¯2 → −ρ¯2. In other
words, a physical state state must be a Grassmann-even operator.
FIG. 2. The state of the CFT can be constructed in the path
integral picture with insertions of ψ. The state on the full
pencil is obtained by moving the branch point to x = −∞.
The state for some value λ is obtained by moving the branch
point to x = λ.
To trace out the degrees of freedom over x < 0 and
obtain the state of the system when λ = 0, we insert a
branch cut from the origin to x = ∞ on the Euclidean
plane. The matrix elements of the state are represented
via the path integral picture schematically 4 as [15]
〈ψ| ρ |ψ′〉 = M−1
∫ ψ(x>0,0+)=−ψ(x)
ψ(x>0,0−)=ψ′(x)
[dψ]Oρe
−SE , (6)
with boundary conditions defined just above and below
the branch cut such that ψˆ(x) |ψ〉 = ψ(x) |ψ〉. M is a
normalizing constant and Oρ is some operator that de-
fines ρ. In our case, Oρ will be of the form I + A
1
2 O˜ρ,
with O˜ρ constructed from single field insertions.
To obtain the state of the system for any λ, we need to
take the partial trace along x < λ on the pencil. This can
be done by moving the branch point from x = 0 to x = λ.
Alternatively, we can translate the field insertions to the
left by λ. From this point of view the vacuum state,
ρ(0)pen = e
−2piKpen (7)
does not depend on λ [12]. The modular Hamiltonian
Kpen is also the Rindler boost generator[16] (up to an
additive constant).
Using this, we can evaluate the trace of the state (Eq.
4For a fermionic system, the functional integral is in terms of
Grassmann variables. Thus, when taking the trace in the functional
integral, we have to sum over anti-diagonal elements and so the
upper boundary condition has an extra minus sign. Additionally,
one can not directly construct a path integral as in Eq. 6 for
Majorana spinors without some modification. See discussion V for
more details.
4(5)) up to x = λ as5
ρ(λ) = ρ(0)pen ⊗ ρ(0)aux
+
[
A
1
2 e−2piKtot
×
∑
ij
∫
drdθfij(r, θ)ψ(re
iθ − λ)⊗ Eij(θ)
]
+
[
A
1
2 e−2piKtot
×
∑
ij
∫
drdθfji(r, θ)ψ(re
iθ − λ)⊗ Eji(θ)
]
, (8)
where
• Ktot = Kpen + Kaux with Kaux defined so that
ρ
(0)
aux = e−2piKaux ,
• Eij(θ) := eθKaux |i〉 〈j| e−θKaux = eθ(Ki−Kj) |i〉 〈j|
and similarly,
• Eji(θ) := eθ(Kj−Ki) |j〉 〈i|.
Recall that we chose a basis for the auxiliary system
such that ρ
(0)
aux is diagonal. Hence Kaux is also diag-
onal with eigenvalue Kaux |i〉 := Ki |i〉. If we define
fii(r, θ) = fjj(r, θ) = 0 for all i and j, then we can rewrite
Eq. (8) as
ρ(λ) = ρ(0)pen ⊗ ρ(0)aux
+
[
A
1
2 e−2piKtot
×
∑
µ,ν
∫
drdθfµν(r, θ)ψ(re
iθ − λ)⊗ Eµν(θ)
]
, (9)
where µ, ν are both summed over i and j indices. For
definiteness, we define for all µ and ν
Eµν(θ) := e
θKaux |µ〉 〈ν| e−θKaux = eθ(Ki−Kj) |µ〉 〈ν|
(10)
which agrees with the previous definition for matching i
and j.
To ensure that the state (9) is Hermitian, we must
impose the following reality condition on fµν(r, θ):
fµν(r, θ) = −if∗νµ(r, 2pi − θ). (11)
5To see this, consider angular quantization with origin at
(t, x) = (0, 0). Then, isolating the single field insertion,
we have that 〈ψ| ρ |ψ′〉 ∝ ∫ ψ(r,θ=2pi−)=ψ(r)
ψ(r,θ=0+)=ψ′(r) [dψ]ψ(re
iθ)e−S
R
E ∝
〈ψ| e−2piKpenψ(reiθ) |ψ′〉. To obtain the most general form, ψ
needs to smeared out on the Euclidean plane. SRE is the Euclidean
action for Rindler coordinates [4].
Other than this condition, fµν(r, θ) can chosen arbitrarily
(See Appendix A 1 for more details).
From now, we will write K := Ktot and
σ(λ) = A
1
2 ρ(0)O(λ) (12)
and thus
O(λ) =
∑
µ,ν
[∫
drdθfµν(r, θ)ψ(re
iθ − λ)⊗ Eµν(θ)
]
.
(13)
Note: We can substitute O(λ) for O˜p to define ρ(λ) in
Eq. (6).
IV. EVALUATION OF S(2)
′′
Our state (Eq. (9)) is in the form
ρ(λ) = ρ(0)pen ⊗ ρ(0)aux + σ(λ). (14)
We can expand the entanglement entropy perturbatively
in σ:
Sout(λ) = S
(0)(λ) + S(1)(λ) + S(2)(λ) + . . . , (15)
where S(n) contains n powers of σ. We assume with-
out loss of generality that ρ
(0)
pen ⊗ ρ(0)aux is normalized and
Tr(σ) = 0 so that ρ(λ) is also normalized.
It has been shown that under these conditions [11, 12]
(S(0) + S(1))′′ =
2piA
~
〈Tkk〉, (16)
where we define f ′′ = d
2
dλ2 f(λ)|λ=0 for any function f .
Subtracting S′′out from both sides of Eq. (16) and
slightly rearranging gives [11, 12]
~
2piA
S′′out − 〈Tkk〉 =
~
2piA
(Sout − S(0) − S(1))′′
=
~
2piA
S(2)
′′
+ . . . , (17)
where terms in “. . . ” contain terms higher than quadratic
order in σ or equivalently, higher than zeroth order in A.
The QNEC states that the left hand side of Eq. (17)
is negative in the limit as A → 0. In this limit, only
the first term ( ~2piAS
(2)′′) on the right hand side is non
zero and so to prove QNEC, it is sufficient to prove that
S(2)
′′ ≤ 0 for perturbations about the vacuum.
Note: In general, σ will contain terms proportional to
A
n
2 for n ≥ 1. However, only the terms proportional to
A
1
2 are relevant for proving the QNEC as contributions
of higher order terms will drop out as A→ 0 in Eq. (17).
Hence we can ignore the “. . . ” terms in Eq. (5).
As in the bosonic case [12], we will use the replica trick
to calculate S(2)
′′
. The replica trick is used to calculate
entanglement entropies as [17]
Sout = −Tr[ρlogρ] = (1− n∂n)logTr[ρn]|n=1 (18)
= DlogZ˜n, (19)
5where Z˜n = Tr[ρ
n] and D is an operator defined by
Df(n) := (1− n∂n)f(n)|n=1 (20)
for some function f(n). Notice that to apply Eq. (19),
we must analytically continue Z˜n to real n > 0.
It has been shown [12] that at quadratic order in σ,
logZ˜n can be written as
logZ˜n ⊃ −n
2
〈OO〉n + 1
2
〈(
n−1∑
k=0
O(k)
)2〉
n
, (21)
where
〈. . . 〉n := Tr[(ρ
(0))nT [. . . ]]
Tr[(ρ(0))n]
. (22)
T [. . . ] is the θ ordering, and
O(k) := (ρ(0))−kO(ρ(0))k (23)
= e2pikKOe−2pikK . (24)
This is equivalent to the Heisenberg evolution of O in the
angle θ by 2pik. We can obtain O(k) from O by letting
the range of integration that defines O shift from [0, 2pi]
to [2pik, 2pi(k + 1)] as long as we define fµν(r, θ) to be
anti-periodic with period 2pi 6 [12]. Hence
S(2)
′′
= D
−n
2
〈OO〉′′n +D
1
2
〈(
n−1∑
k=0
O(k)
)2〉′′
n
. (25)
A. The correlators
The same-sheet correlator, D−n2 〈OO〉′′n, has previously
been evaluated [12] to give
D
−n
2
〈OO〉′′n =
1
2
〈OOT (0)〉, (26)
where T (x) = −2piATkk(x), T (x) being the energy-
momentum tensor of the CFT [13] and we write 〈· · · 〉 :=
〈· · · 〉1. Explicitly, using Eq. (13) this can be written as
1
2
〈OOT (0)〉
=
1
2(2pi)2
∑
µ,ν,µ′,ν′
m,m′
∫
drdr′dθdθ′
[
f (m)µν (r)f
(m′)
µ′ν′ (r
′)
× e−im(θ+ 12 )e−im′(θ′+ 12 )〈ψ(reiθ)ψ(r′eiθ′)T (0)〉
× 〈Eµν(θ)Eµ′ν′(θ′)〉
]
, (27)
6After a shift by 2pi, ψ picks up an extra minus sign (See Eq.
(A.8)). To cancel this negative sign, fµν(r, θ) needs to be defined
anti-periodically (i.e. fµν(r, θ + 2pik) = (−1)kfµν(r, θ)).
where we Fourier expand fµν(r, θ) as
fµν(r, θ) =
1
2pi
m=∞∑
m=−∞
f (m)µν (r)e
−i(m+ 12 )θ. (28)
Notice that the extra 12 term in the exponential auto-
matically makes fµν(r, θ) anti-periodic as required. In
Fourier components, the reality on fµν(r, θ) becomes
f (m)µν (r) = if
∗
νµ
(m)(r). (29)
Using Eq. (A.9) and (A.25) from the Appendix for the
two-point correlation functions, Eq. (27) gives
1
2
〈OOT (0)〉 =
− 1
2(2pi)3
∑
µ,ν,m,m′,p
∫
drdr′dθdθ′
(rr′)2
{
(30)
[
rf (m)µν (r)f
(m′)
νµ (r
′)eiθ(−p−m−2)e−iθ
′(−p−m′−2)
− r′f (m)µν (r)f (m
′)
νµ (r
′)eiθ(−p−m−3)e−iθ
′(−p−m′−1)
]
× epi(Kν+Kµ) cosh(piαµν)
i(p+ 12 ) + αµν
}
, (31)
where we define αµν := Kν − Kµ. For n = 1, p ∈ Z
so that after doing the angle integration, using the Kro-
necker delta from the integration, redefining the dummy
variable m → m − 2 for the first term and m → m − 3
for the second term, we find that
1
2
〈OOT (0)〉
=
1
4pi
∑
µ,ν,m
∫
drdr′
(rr′)2
[
rf (m−2)µν (r)f
(−m−2)
νµ (r
′)−
r′f (m−3)µν (r)f
(−m−1)
νµ (r
′)
]
epi(Kν+Kµ)
cosh(piαµν)
i(m− 12 )− αµν
.
(32)
This can be further simplifed by redefining the dummy
variables for the second term with
r ↔ r′
µ↔ ν
m→ −m+ 1, (33)
giving
D
−n
2
〈OO〉′′n =
1
2pi
∑
µ,ν,m
∫
drdr′
(rr′)2
rf (m−2)µν (r)f
(−m−2)
νµ (r
′)
× epi(Kν+Kµ) cosh(piαµν)
i(m− 12 )− αµν
. (34)
6Focusing on the multisheet correlator from Eq. 25,
D 12
〈(∑n−1
k=0 O
(k)
)2〉′′
n
, we have that
〈(
n−1∑
k=0
O(k)
)2〉
n
=
〈[∑
µν
∫ 2pin
0
fµν(r, θ)ψ(r, θ)⊗ Eµν(θ)
]2〉
n
. (35)
The traces in Eq. (22) can be evaluated via a path in-
tegral on a n-replicated manifold and so we interpret
O(k) as O inserted on the (k+1)th replica sheet. The
n-replicated manifold is a Riemann manifold constructed
by n copies of the Euclidean plane with various line seg-
ments identified (see Fig. 3). Thus the sums over n and
integrations over θ ∈ [0, 2pi] can be replaced with one in-
tegration over θ ∈ [0, 2pin] (See Eq. (35)), as this covers
the whole replicated manifold. ψ = ψ(r, θ) is now a chi-
ral left-moving fermionic field defined on the replicated
manifold rather than the Euclidean plane. The definition
of ψ for any angle is still given by the Heisenberg evolu-
tion rule from Eq. (A.8) [12]. f(r, θ) is still anti-periodic
and defined via its Fourier expansion for all angles.
FIG. 3. An n-replicated manifold for n = 3 constructed from
3 copies of the Euclidean plane with various line segments
identified with color coding.
Due to the different boundary conditions depending on
whether n is even or odd, the correlation functions have
to evaluated separately for each case [15, 18]. Instead we
will only focus on the case that n is odd and use this to
analytically continue our expression to the positive real
line. For now, we will assume that n is odd.
Hence using the above, we have
D
1
2
〈(
n−1∑
k=0
O(k)
)2〉′′
n
= D
1
2(2pi)2
∑
µ,ν,m,m′
∫
drdr′dθdθ′
[
× f (m)µν (r)f (m
′)
µν (r
′)e−i(m−
1
2 )θe−i(m
′− 12 )θ′
× 〈ψ(r, θ)ψ(r′, θ′)〉′′n 〈Eµν(θ)Eνµ(θ′)〉n
]
. (36)
We show in Appendix A 1 that,
〈ψ(z)ψ(w)〉′′n
=
−1
4n(zw)
3
2
∑
|q|≤1
sign(q)(4q2 − 1)
(w
z
)q
(37)
=
−1
4n(rr′)
3
2
∑
|q|≤1
sign(q)P
(
q,
r′
r
)
eiθ(−q−
3
2 )eiθ
′(q− 32 ),
(38)
where q ∈ Zn + 12n (i.e q is summed over some odd integers
divided by 2n) and
P (q,R) = (4q2 − 1)Rq. (39)
Notice that when n = 1, q is summed over just two values
( 12 and − 12 ) for which P = 0. This is expected since for
n = 1, we have translation invariance and so the CFT
correlator should not depend on λ. This fact will be
useful later.
Also, we show in Appendix A 2 that
〈Eµν(θ)Eµ′ν′(θ′)〉n
= − 1
pin ˜Zauxn
∑
p
[
e−i(θ−θ
′)(p+ 12 )
× cosh(npiαµν)
i
(
p+ 12
)
+ αµν
e−pin(Kν+Kµ)δµν′δµ′ν
]
, (40)
where p ∈ Zn .
Putting everything together into Eq. (36), we get
D
1
4n2(2pi)3
∑
ν,µ,m,m′
p,|q|<1
∫ 2pin
0
∫ 2pin
0
drdr′dθdθ′
(rr′)
3
2
[
f (m)µν (r)f
(m′)
νµ (r
′)eiθ(−p−q−m−
5
2 )e−iθ
′(p+q−m′− 32 )
×
sign(q)P
(
q, r
′
r
)
i
(
p+ 12
)
+ αµν
× e−npi(Kµ+Kν)cosh(npiαµν)
]
.
(41)
Notice that (−p− q −m− 52 ) and (p+ q −m′ − 32 ) ∈ Zn .
To see this, we only need to show −q − 52 and q − 32 ∈ Zn
7since −p−m and p−m′ are already in Zn . Focusing on
−q − 52 , we rewrite q = In + 12n where I ∈ Z. Thus
− I
n
− 1
2n
− 5
2
=
−2I + 5n− 1
2n
. (42)
Since n ≥ 1 and odd, we can write n = 2t+ 1 for integer
t ≥ 0 so that
−2I + 5n− 1
2n
=
−2I + 5(2t+ 1)− 1
2n
=
−I + 5t+ 2
n
∈ Z
n
. (43)
A similar result holds for q − 32 .
This means that doing the angle integration in Eq.
(41) gives a Kronecker delta multiplied by 2pin. After
relabeling m→ m− 2 we have
D
1
2
〈(
n−1∑
k=0
O(k)
)2〉′′
n
=
i
(8pi)
∑
µ,ν,m
∫
drdr′
(rr′)
3
2
{
f (m−2)µν (r)f
(−m−2)
νµ (r
′)
×D
∑
|q|<1
sign(q)P
(
q, r
′
r
)
(q +m) + iαµν
 e−pi(Kµ+Kν)cosh(piανµ)}.
(44)
We have moved the operator D inside the integral and
set n = 1 for terms outside D. To do this, we used the
fact that for any two functions f(n) and g(n) such that
f(1) and ddnf(n)|n=1 are finite and g(n) = 0, we have
[12]
D(f(n)g(n)) = f(1)Dg(n). (45)
In Eq. (44), g(n) is the sum over q inside D which we
already showed above is zero for n = 1. To apply the
operator D we must analytically continue g(n). The
method we use to analytically continue g(n) is similar
to the method used for the bosonic case [12].
B. Evaluation of operator D
To analytically continue the expression insideD, notice
that
∑
|q|<1
sign(q)P
(
q, r
′
r
)
(q +m+ iαµν)

=
∑
1
2n≤q≤1− 12n
 P
(
q, r
′
r
)
(q +m+ iαµν)
+
P
(
−q, r′r
)
(q −m− iαµν)

=
∑
1
2n≤q≤ 12− 1n
P
(
q, r
′
r
)
q − zm +
P
(
−q, r′r
)
q + zm

+
∑
1
2+
1
n≤q≤1− 12n
P
(
q, r
′
r
)
q − zm +
P
(
−q, r′r
)
q + zm
 , (46)
where in the first line, we removed the sign(q) term by
rewriting the sum over 0 < q < 1 or equivalently over
1
2n ≤ q < 1− 12n . In the second line, we split the sum over
q into two sum over 12n < q <
1
2− 1n and 12 + 1n < q < 1− 1n .
Recall that P
(
± 12 , r
′
r
)
= 0 and so we can remove the
sum over q = 12 . We have also defined zm := −m− iαµν .
By writing q = kn we can rewrite the sum in Eq. (46)
as
∑
|q|<1
sign(q)P
(
q, r
′
r
)
(q +m+ iαµν)

=
∑
1
2≤k≤n2−1
P
(
k
n ,
r′
r
)
k
n − zm
+
P
(
− kn , r
′
r
)
k
n + zm

+
∑
n
2 +1≤k≤n− 12
P
(
k
n ,
r′
r
)
k
n − zm
+
P
(
− kn , r
′
r
)
k
n + zm
 , (47)
where k ∈ Z+ 12 .
1. First sum
Focusing on the first sum of Eq. (47) we need to find
D
∑
1
2≤k≤n2−1
P
(
k
n ,
r′
r
)
k
n − zm
+
P
(
− kn , r
′
r
)
k
n + zm
 . (48)
We can extend P (z) := P
(
z, r
′
r
)
to complex z, making
P (z) an analytical function, independent of n. We can
8write Eq. (48) as [12]
D
∑
1
2≤k≤
n
2−1
P
(
k
n ,
r′
r
)
− P (zm)
k
n − zm
+
P
(
− kn , r
′
r
)
− P (zm)
k
n + zm

+D
∑
1
2≤k≤n2−1
[
P (zm)
k
n − zm
+
P (zm)
k
n + zm
]
(49)
and evaluate the two terms separately.
We can write
D
∑
1
2≤k≤n2−1
[
P
(
k
n
)− P (zm)
k
n − zm
]
= D
∑
1
2≤k≤n2−1
∞∑
r=1
br
( kn +
1
2 )
r − (zm + 12 )r
( kn +
1
2 )− (zm + 12 )
, (50)
where we obtain the second line by expanding P (z) about
z = − 12 as
P (z) =
∞∑
r=0
br
(
z +
1
2
)r
. (51)
After using the following identity
xr − zr
x− z =
r−1∑
s=0
zr−s−1xs, (52)
we can write Eq. (50) as
∞∑
r=1
r−1∑
s=0
br
(
zm +
1
2
)r−s−1
D
∑
1
2≤k≤n2−1
(
k
n
+
1
2
)s
.
(53)
To evaluate D
∑
1
2≤k≤n2−1
(
k
n +
1
2
)s
, we write n as n =
2t+ 1 for integer t and relabel k → k − 12 so that
D
∑
1
2≤k≤n2−1
(
k
n
+
1
2
)s
= D
t∑
k=1
(
k − 12
2t+ 1
+
1
2
)s
, (54)
where now k ∈ Z in the second term. The expression
inside D can now be analytically continued. Using the
Hurwitz zeta function ζ(s, a) where
ζ(s, a) =
∞∑
k=0
1
(k + a)s
, (55)
we can write Eq. (54) as
D
[
1
(2t+ 1)
]s
[ζ(−s, t+ 1)− ζ(−s, 2t+ 1)]
= D[ζ(−s, t+ 1)− ζ(−s, 2t+ 1)], (56)
where to get to the second line, we applied Eq. (45).
The Hurwitz zeta function is analytic in a which means
that we can apply the operator D. Recall that D =
(1−n∂n)|n=1 = (1− (2t+1)2 ∂t)|t=0 and that the expression
inside D is zero when t = 0 so we can simplify Eq. (56)
as
− 1
2
∂t[ζ(−s, t+ 1)− ζ(−s, 2t+ 1)]|t=0. (57)
Using ∂aζ(s, a) = −sζ(s + 1, a), we find that Eq. (56)
can be evaluated as
−1
2
[sζ(−s+ 1, 1)− 2sζ(−s+ 1, 1)]
=
1
2
sζ(−s+ 1, 1) = 1
2
sζ(1− s), (58)
where ζ(s) = ζ(s, 1) is the Riemann zeta function.
Putting everything together, we find that
D
∑
1
2≤k≤n2−1
[
P
(
k
n
)− P (zm)
k
n − zm
]
=
1
2
∞∑
r=1
r−1∑
s=0
br
(
zm +
1
2
)r−s−1
sζ(1− s). (59)
Similarly, for the
P(− kn )−P (zm)
k
n+zm
term from Eq. (49), we
can write
D
∑
1
2≤k≤n2−1
[
P
(− kn)− P (zm)
k
n + zm
]
=
−D
∑
1
2≤k≤n2−1
∞∑
r=1
ar
(− kn − 12 )r − (zm − 12 )r
(− kn − 12 )− (zm − 12 )
, (60)
where we expanded P (z) =
∑∞
r=0 ar
(
z − 12
)r
. The above
can be written as
−
∞∑
r=1
r−1∑
s=0
(−1)sar
(
zm − 1
2
)r−s−1
D
∑
1
2≤k≤
n
2−1
(
k
n
+
1
2
)s
(61)
and can be evaluated to give
− 1
2
∞∑
r=1
r−1∑
s=0
ar
(
zm − 1
2
)r−s−1
sζ(1− s)(−1)s. (62)
Now, we need to evaluate the last term of the first sum.
i.e. we need to evaluate from Eq. (49)
D
∑
1
2≤k≤n2−1
(
P (zm)
k
n − zm
+
P (zm)
k
n + zm
)
. (63)
9We can write this as [12]
P (zm)
×D
t∑
k=1
(
1
k − 12 − zm(2t+ 1)
+
1
k − 12 + zm(2t+ 1)
)
,
(64)
where we have already relabeled k so that k ∈ Z. This
expression can be written in terms of digamma functions,
ψ(z), as
P (zm)
×D
{
ψ
[
t+
1
2
− zm(2t+ 1)
]
−ψ
[
1
2
− zm(2t+ 1)
]
+ψ
[
t+
1
2
+ zm(2t+ 1)
]
−ψ
[
1
2
+ zm(2t+ 1)
]}
,
(65)
where in terms of the Gamma function Γ(z),
ψ(z) =
Γ′(z)
Γ(z)
= −γ +
∞∑
k=0
(
1
k + 1
− 1
k + z
)
. (66)
However, we can not apply D straight away since we
need to select the correct analytic continuation to real
positive t. The digamma function has poles at zero and
all negative integers and so the expression in Eq. (64)
may have poles for real positive t.
The method used to select the correct analytic contin-
uation has already been done for the bosonic case [12],
which avoids poles along real positive t and can straight-
forwardly be applied to our case with some minor mod-
ifications. One has to consider the three cases m < 0,
m = 0 and m > 0 separately which leads to
D
∑
1
2≤k≤n2−1
(
P (zm)
k
n − zm
+
P (zm)
k
n + zm
)
=
− 1
2
P (zm)δ(m)pi
2sech2(piαµν). (67)
Putting everything together from Eq. (59), (62) and (67),
we can write the first sum (Eq. (48)) as
1
2
∞∑
r=1
r−1∑
s=0
br
(
zm +
1
2
)r−s−1
sζ(1− s)
− 1
2
∞∑
r=1
r−1∑
s=0
ar
(
zm − 1
2
)r−s−1
sζ(1− s)(−1)s
− 1
2
P (zm)δ(m)pi
2sech2(piαµν). (68)
2. Second sum
Finally, focusing on the second sum of Eq. (47), we
find that using similar methods for the first sum
D
∑
n
2 +1≤k≤n− 12
[
P
(
k
n
)− P (zm)
k
n − zm
]
=
∞∑
r=1
r−1∑
s=0
ar
(
zm − 1
2
)r−s−1
D
∑
n
2 +1≤k≤n− 12
(
k
n
− 1
2
)s
=
1
2
∞∑
r=1
r−1∑
s=0
ar
(
zm − 1
2
)r−s−1
sζ(1− s) (69)
and
D
∑
n
2 +1≤k≤n− 12
[
P
(− kn)− P (zm)
k
n + zm
]
= −1
2
∞∑
r=1
r−1∑
s=0
br
(
zm +
1
2
)r−s−1
sζ(1− s)(−1)s. (70)
And after picking out the correct analytic continuation,
D
∑
n
2 +1≤k≤n− 12
[
P (zm)
k
n − zm
+
P (zm)
k
n + zm
]
=
1
2
P (zm)
[
1
(z − 12 )2
+
1
(z + 12 )
2
− δ(m)pi2sech2(piαµν)
]
. (71)
Putting all the terms from the first and second sum to-
gether into Eq. (47) gives
D
∑
|q|<1
sign(q)P
(
q, r
′
r
)
(q +m) + iαµν
 (72a)
=
1
2
∞∑
r=1
r−1∑
s=0
ar
(
zm − 1
2
)r−s−1
(1− (−1)s)sζ(1− s)
(72b)
+
1
2
∞∑
r=1
r−1∑
s=0
br
(
zm +
1
2
)r−s−1
(1− (−1)s)sζ(1− s)
(72c)
+
1
2
P (zm)
[
1
(zm − 1/2)2 +
1
(zm + 1/2)2
]
− P (zm)δ(m)pi2sech2(piαµν). (72d)
Notice that for s even, (1− (−1)s) = 0 and for s > 1 and
odd, ζ(1− s) = 0. Hence only when s = 1 does the sum
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above over s contribute in Eq. (72b) and (72c) . We can
rewrite these sums over s as [12]
ζ(0)
∞∑
r=2
ar
(
zm − 1
2
)r−2
= −1
2
[
P (zm)
(zm − 12 )2
− a1
(zm − 12 )
− a0
(zm − 12 )2
]
(73)
and
ζ(0)
∞∑
r=2
br
(
zm +
1
2
)r−2
= −1
2
[
P (zm)
(zm +
1
2 )
2
− b1
(zm +
1
2 )
− b0
(zm +
1
2 )
2
]
. (74)
Recall that P = P
(
zm,
r′
r
)
given by Eq. (39). Hence
a0 = b0 = 0, a1 = 4
(
r′
r
) 1
2
and b1 = −4
(
r′
r
)− 12
. This
means that Eq. (72a) can be further simplified to give
D
∑
|q|<1
sign(q)P
(
q, r
′
r
)
(q +m) + iαµν

=
2
(
r′
r
) 1
2
(zm − 12 )
−
2
(
r′
r
)− 12
(zm +
1
2 )
− P (zm)δ(m)pi2sech2(piαµν).
(75)
C. Showing S(2)
′′ ≤ 0
Plugging Eq. (75) back into Eq. (44), we get for the
multi-sheet correlator
D
1
2
〈(
n−1∑
k=0
O(k)
)2〉′′
n
=
i
(4pi)
∑
µ,ν,m
∫
drdr′
(rr′)
3
2
{
f (m−2)µν (r)f
(−m−2)
νµ (r
′)
×

(
r′
r
) 1
2
(−m− iαµν − 12 )
−
(
r′
r
)− 12
(−m− iαµν + 12 )

× e−pi(Kµ+Kν)cosh(piανµ)
}
(76a)
+
i
(8pi)
∑
µ,ν,m
∫
drdr′
(rr′)
3
2
[
f (m−2)µν (r)f
(−m−2)
νµ (r
′)
×−P (−m− iαµν)δ(m)pi2sech2(piαµν)
× e−pi(Kµ+Kν)cosh(piανµ)
]
. (76b)
After expanding and relabeling (r ↔ r′, µν ↔ νµ and
m → −m) for the first sum in Eq. (76a), we find that
Eq. (76a) simplifies to
− 1
(2pi)
∑
µ,ν,m
∫
drdr′
(rr′)2
[
rf (m−2)µν (r)f
(−m−2)
νµ (r
′)
× 1
i(m− 12 )− αµν
e−pi(Kµ+Kν)cosh(piανµ)
]
. (77)
But this term cancels with Eq. (34) from the single sheet
correlator. Hence we find that
S(2)
′′
=
i
(8pi)
∑
µ,ν
∫
drdr′
(rr′)
3
2
[
f (−2)µν (r)f
(−2)
νµ (r
′)
×−P (−iαµν)pi2sech(piαµν)× e−pi(Kµ+Kν)
]
.
(78)
Using P (−iαµν) = −(4α2µν + 1)
(
r′
r
)−iαµν
and from the
reality condition, f
(−2)
νµ (r) = if∗µν
(−2)(r), we have that
S(2)
′′
= − 1
(8pi)
∑
µ,ν
∫
drdr′
(rr′)
3
2
[
f (−2)µν (r)f
∗
µν
(−2)(r′)
× (4α2µν + 1)
(
r′
r
)−iαµν
pi2sech(piαµν)× e−pi(Kµ+Kν)
]
= −pi
8
∑
µ,ν
[∫
drr−
3
2+iαµνf (−2)µν (r)
]2
× (4α2µν + 1)sech(piαµν)e−pi(Kµ+Kν) ≤ 0. (79)
Thus S(2)
′′ ≤ 0 which proves the QNEC.
V. DISCUSSION
It has been shown that the above proof can be ex-
tended to D = 2 by dimensional reduction [12]. There-
fore, QNEC also holds for a free fermionic field in two
dimensions. Additionally, super-renormalizable interac-
tions for standard QFT do not include derivative cou-
pling or counterterms containing derivatives. This means
that the commutation relations of the fields are unaf-
fected and thus the proof is unaffected [12, 13].
To analytically continue in n, we ignored the expres-
sions for the n even case to find Sout. It would be in-
teresting so see if the expression for all integer n can
be analytically continued. One method may be to con-
sider the replicated manifold but for arbitrary real n (i.e.
a space with deficit angle 2pi(1 − n) at the origin) [17].
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Other methods which don’t involve analytic continuation
could also be used to double-check our results [19].
We used the path integral picture to construct our
state ρ(λ) in Eq. (9) and argue that when evaluating
Tr[ρn], one can work on a replicated manifold and inter-
pret the operator O(k) as being inserted on the (k+ 1)th
sheet. However Eq. (9) can be derived without the use of
a path integral by noticing that the entanglement entropy
of the vacuum state on the distinguished pencil is invari-
ant under translations in the null direction. Furthermore
only the existence of the path integral was required to
argue that one can work on the replicated manifold and
hence arrive at Eq. (25). When there are an even num-
ber of Majorana spinor fields on the distinguished pen-
cil, one can group them together into Dirac spinor fields
which then can be used to directly construct a path inte-
gral. Other methods exists to put even and odd number
of Majorana spinor fields into a path integral formalism
[20].
There are other more general proofs of QNEC [21–23].
However this proof has the advantage of being relatively
simple, gives an explicit expression for S′′out and shows
that the proof for the bosonic case [12] can indeed be
extended to the fermionic case.
We have implicitly assumed throughout that we are
working with the NS (Neveu-Schwarz) sector. We expect
a similar proof holds for the R (Ramond) sector.
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Appendix A
1. Fermionic field
The action for a Majorana (real) fermion in 2 dimen-
sional Minkowski space is given by
S = k
∫
dx2(−i)Ψ¯γu∂uΨ, (A.1)
where {γu, γv} = 2ηuv = 2diag(1,−1), Ψ¯ = Ψ†γ0 and
k is some normalization parameter which we will leave
unfixed for now. We pick
γ0 =
[
0 1
1 0
]
, γ1 =
[
0 1
−1 0
]
(A.2)
and so the Majorana condition becomes that the compo-
nents of Ψ =
[
ψ′
ψ¯′
]
are real. After wick rotation (t = −iτ),
this gives us
S = −ik
2
∫
dτdx(−i) [ψ′ ψ¯′] γ0(iγ0∂τ + γ1∂x)Ψ
(A.3a)
= −ik
2
∫
dτdx(−i)
(
iψ′∂τψ′ − ψ′∂xψ′
+iψ¯′∂τ ψ¯′ + ψ¯′∂xψ¯′
)
. (A.3b)
Using iSE = S, where SE is the Euclidean action we find
that
SE = −k
2
∫
dτdx(ψ′∂τψ′+ iψ′∂xψ′+ ψ¯′∂τ ψ¯′− iψ¯′∂xψ¯′).
(A.4)
If we define z = x− iτ and z¯ = x+ iτ , we find that
SE = −k
∫
dτdx(i)(ψ′∂z¯ψ′ − ψ¯′∂zψ¯′), (A.5)
To write this action in standard form, we redefine pa-
rameters so that
SE = k
∫
dτdx(ψ∂z¯ψ + ψ¯∂zψ¯), (A.6)
where ψ = (−i) 12ψ′ = e( 34pii)ψ′ and ψ¯ = (i) 12 ψ¯′ =
e(
1
4pii)ψ¯′.
Focusing on the left-moving chiral fermions, we find
the reality condition for the the redefined parameters is
ψ(r)† = iψ(r) (A.7)
for real r 7. Also, since ψ is conformal primary with
dimension (h, h¯) = (12 , 0), we have that
ψ(reiθ) = eiθ/2eθkpenψ(r)e−θkpen . (A.8)
This leads to the reality condition for fµν(r, θ) in section
III.
After normalization, the two-point correlation function
is given by
〈ψ(z)ψ(w)〉 = 1
z − w (A.9)
and the chiral (holomorphic) component of the stress ten-
sor is
T (z) = −2piTzz(z) = −1
2
: ψ(z)∂ψ(z), (A.10)
where ∂ = ∂z. Thus
〈ψ(z)ψ(w)T (0)〉 = 1
2
(
1
zw
)2
(z − w). (A.11)
7ψ†(r) = e−(
3
4
pii)ψ′ = e(−
3
2
pii)e(
3
4
pii)ψ′ = iψ(r)
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The two-point function on the n-sheeted replicated man-
ifold for n odd can be found from the 1-sheeted manifold
(Eq. (A.9)) via a conformal transformation z → zn [12]:
〈ψ(z)ψ(w)〉n =
(zw)
1
2n
n(zw)
1
2
1
(z
1
n − w 1n ) . (A.12)
To evaluate
〈ψ(z − λ)ψ(w − λ)〉′′n|λ=0 = (∂z + ∂w)2〈ψ(z)ψ(w)〉n,
(A.13)
we first find that
(∂z + ∂w)〈ψ(z)ψ(w)〉n
=
−(zw) 12n
2n2(zw)
3
2 (z
1
n − w 1n )2
×
[
(−1 + n)w1+ 1n + (1 + n)w 1n z − (−1 + n)w1+ 1n
− (1 + n)wz 1n
]
. (A.14)
This expression can be written as
(zw)
1
2n
2(zw)
3
2n2
n−1∑
k=0
Bkz
k
nw
n−k−1
n , (A.15)
where Bk is to be found by setting Eq. (A.14) and (A.15)
equal to each other. By doing this, one obtains a recur-
rence equation for Bk:
Bk −Bk−1 = −2
B0 = n− 1 (A.16)
which gives Bk = −2k + n − 1. Similar methods can be
used to rewrite Eq. (A.15) as
(zw)−
1
2n
2(zw)
3
2n2
n∑
k=0
(k2 − kn)z knw n−kn . (A.17)
Similarly, (∂z +∂w)
2〈ψ(z)ψ(w)〉n can be found by apply-
ing (∂z + ∂w) from the previous expression to give
〈ψ(z)ψ(w)〉′′n =
−1
4n(zw)
3
2
∑
|q|≤1
sign(q)(4q2 − 1)
(w
z
)q
,
(A.18)
where q ∈ Zn + 12n .
2. Auxiliary system
By definition,
〈Eµν(θ)Eµ′ν′(θ′)〉n =
Tr[e2pinKauxT [Eµν(θ)Eµ′ν′(θ
′)]]
Tr[e2pinKaux ]
.
(A.19)
For θ > θ′ [12]:
Tr[e2pinKauxT [Eµν(θ)Eµ′ν′(θ
′)]] =
e−2pinKµe(θ−θ
′)αµν δµν′δνµ′ (A.20)
and for θ < θ′ [12]:
Tr[e2pinKauxT [Eµν(θ)Eµ′ν′(θ
′)]] =
− e−2pinKµe(θ−θ′+2pin)αµν δµν′δνµ′ , (A.21)
where the extra negative sign comes from the fact that
we are dealing with fermionic Grassman-odd operators
which anticommute under angle-time ordering.
Considering the case for θ > θ′. Writing θ − θ′ = Θ,
we can write a Fourier series for
eΘαµν =
∑
p
e−iΘ(p+
1
2 )f(p), (A.22)
where p is summed over all integers divided by n. Re-
stricting to n odd and solving for f(p) gives [12]
e(θ−θ
′)αµν =
− 1
pin
∑
p
e−i(θ−θ
′)(p+ 12 ) cosh(npiαuv)
i
(
p+ 12
)
+ αuv
enpiαµν . (A.23)
This expression is valid for 0 < (θ − θ′) < 2pin. When
θ > θ′, we can take θ − θ′ + 2pin as our variable in the
Fourier series above since 0 < θ− θ′ + 2pin < 2pin [12] so
that
− e(θ−θ′+2pin)αµν =
− 1
pin
∑
p
e−i(θ−θ
′)(p+ 12 ) cosh(npiαuv)
i
(
p+ 12
)
+ αuv
enpiαµν . (A.24)
We see that for both the θ > θ′ and θ < θ′ case we can
substitute the e(θ−θ
′)αµν and the −e(θ−θ′+2pin)αµν term
with the same Fourier series[12]. Hence
〈Eµν(θ)Eµ′ν′(θ′)〉n
= − 1
pin ˜Zauxn
∑
p
e−i(θ−θ
′)(p+ 12 )
[
cosh(npiαµν)
i
(
p+ 12
)
+ αµν
× e−pin(Kµ+Kν)δµν′δµ′ν
]
, (A.25)
where ˜Zauxn := Tr[e
−2pinKaux ] and ˜Zaux1 = 1.
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